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Motivated by the experimental report of unusual low temperature magnetism in quasi one-
dimensional magnet CuInVO5, we present results of a cluster mean-field study on a spin-1/2 Heisen-
berg model with alternating ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic nearest-neighbor coupling. We
map out the ground state phase diagrams with varying model parameters, including the effect of
an external magnetic field. An unexpected competition between different spin-spin correlations is
uncovered. Multiple spin-flop transitions are identified with the help of component resolved corre-
lation functions. For the material-specific choice of model parameters we discuss the temperature
dependence of specific heat and magnetic susceptibility, and compare our results with the available
experimental data. A detailed account of spin-spin correlations allows us to present a microscopic
understanding of the low-temperature magnetic ordering in CuInVO5. Most notably, we identify
the origin of an extra peak in the low temperature specific heat data of CuInVO5 reported by Hase
et al. [1].
PACS numbers: 75.10.-b, 75.10.Pq, 75.40.Cx
I. INTRODUCTION
Spin-1/2 quasi-one-dimensional (Q1D) magnets are
ideal candidates for observing fundamental quantum phe-
nomena as the combination of low dimensionality and
small spin-magnitude maximizes quantum fluctuations
[2, 3]. This has motivated experimentalists for many
decades to realize one dimensional quantum magnets
[4, 5]. These efforts have led to the discovery of many
Q1D magnets and to the experimental verifications of
various quantum phenomena [6]. Indeed, quantum phase
transitions driven by magnetic field or external pressure
have been reported in low dimensional magnets such as
TlCuCl3, KCuCl3, LiCuVO4, CoNb2O6, etc. [7–14].
Certain low-dimensional magnets have also been iden-
tified as being close to a quantum critical point [15, 16].
Presence of extended quantum critical region has been
inferred from the magnetic field dependence of excita-
tions in copper pyrazine dinitrate [17]. Due to enhanced
quantum fluctuations, Q1D magnets are also considered
strong candidates for hosting quantum spin liquid states
[11, 18–20]. Another aspect that makes low-dimensional
magnets very interesting is the possibility of qualitatively
new type of excitations [21–23]. A classic example is that
of spinon excitations in one-dimensional antiferromag-
nets [24, 25]. More recently a realization of longitudi-
nal spin excitations, the so called Higgs mode, in certain
Q1D magnets has been proposed [1, 26–31].
Recent experimental studies on spin-1/2 tetramer com-
pound CuInVO5 show unusual magnetism at low temper-
atures [1]. Thermodynamic measurements, such as spe-
cific heat and magnetic susceptibility, show that a long-
range ordered antiferromagnetic state exists below 2.7K.
There are two inequivalent Cu sites and the size of the
ordered moment strongly differs at these two sites. This
leads to a magnetization plateau in the magnetic field
dependence at nearly half the saturation magnetization.
While some of the features observed in CuInVO5 can be
explained within a simple mean-field approach, the pres-
ence of two peaks in the low-temperature specific heat
and the presence of a cusp in the magnetic susceptibility
remain as two of the unexplained features in the data [1].
Furthermore, a microscopic picture of the ordered state
and its evolution with magnetic field and temperature
has been lacking.
Motivated by these puzzles in the experimental data
on CuInVO5, we present a comprehensive analysis of a
four-sublattice one-dimensional Heisenberg model with
three different nn exchange couplings. We make use of
cluster mean-field (CMF) approach where intra-cluster
interactions are treated exactly while inter-cluster inter-
actions are treated at the mean-field level. The approach
is well justified in the context of CuInVO5 due to the
existence of a hierarchy of coupling strengths as inferred
from the experimental results [1]. We find that treat-
ing inter-tetramer coupling beyond mean-field, which re-
quires a minimum of 8 sites in the cluster for the CMF
study, brings out a subtle competition between two dif-
ferent spin-spin correlations. This emphasizes the pres-
ence of two distinct limiting phases in the model, and the
ground state in CuInVO5 is best understood as a com-
promise of these two competing tendencies. Interestingly,
the temperature dependence of the correlations is non-
monotonic with certain spin-spin correlations strength-
ening with increasing temperature. Such effects are typ-
ically encountered in frustrated magnets where entropic
effects at higher temperatures can help in enhancement of
order [32–34]. We also identify multiple spin-flop transi-
tions in the presence of external field which highlight the
inequivalence of spins within a tetramer. Most impor-
tantly, the subtle interplay between different spin-spin
correlations accounts for the presence of an extra peak
2in the magnetic specific heat and a cusp in the magnetic
susceptibility at low temperatures, in excellent agreement
with the experimental data on CuInVO5 [1].
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
In Section II we define the model and discuss the CMF
approach used for the study. Results are discussed in Sec-
tion III where we begin by discussing the phase diagrams
for the general choice of model parameters. This is fol-
lowed by a discussion of various observables calculated for
the parameters specific to CuInVO5. For a clear under-
standing of the microscopic details we analyse the lon-
gitudinal and transverse spin-spin correlations between
different pairs of spins. Summary and conclusions are
presented in Section IV.
II. MODEL AND METHOD
We begin with a Heisenberg model on a 1D chain of
spin-1/2 tetramers in the presence of an external mag-
netic field. The model is described by the Hamiltonian,
H =
Nt∑
i=1
[J2(S4i−3 · S4i−2 + S4i−1 · S4i) + J1S4i−2 · S4i−1
+J3S4i · S4i+1]− hz
Nt∑
i=1
3∑
j=0
Sz4i−j . (1)
Here, S4i−j with j = 0, 1, 2, 3 are the Heisenberg spin
operators belonging to the ith tetramer. J1 > 0, J2 < 0,
J3 > 0 are the Heisenberg exchange constants and hz
is the magnitude of the applied magnetic field. Nt is
the total number of tetramers, and periodic boundary
condition is imposed via the identification S4Nt+1 ≡ S1.
For the analysis of the model Hamiltonian we will use
J1 = 1 as the elementary energy scale. This leaves us
with J2, J3 and hz as free model parameters. The inter-
tetramer exchange J3 is inferred to be much smaller than
the intra-tetramer couplings J1 and J2 in CuInVO5.
In order to understand the nature of long-range mag-
netic order in the model Hamiltonian Eq. (1), we employ
the CMF approach. CMF method is an extension of the
single-site Weiss mean-field approximation, and has been
very successful in studying the competition between dif-
ferent ordered states even in low dimensions [35–37]. It
is well know that the Mermin-Wagner theorem prohibits
the presence of any long range order at non-zero tem-
peratures for isotropic spin Hamiltonians in dimensions
d ≤ 2 [38]. However, most low-dimensional magnets ex-
hibit long-range order at small but finite temperatures
[5, 39, 40]. CuInVO5 is no exception to this trend as a
long-range order sets in at 2.7K. This apparent violation
of Mermin-Wagner theorem can be understood in terms
of the presence of magnetic anisotropies and/or the role
of weaker inter-chain or inter-layer coupling. The im-
portance of quantum effects in low-dimensional ordered
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FIG. 1. (Color online) A schematic picture of the coupled
tetramer model. Each dot represents a spin-1/2 and the
nearest-neighbor couplings are indicated by double (J1), solid
(J2) and dotted (J3) lines.
magnets is typically reflected in the suppression of the or-
dered moment [41]. The existence of long-range magnetic
order in CuInVO5 further justifies the use of CMF ap-
proach for describing low-temperature magnetism. One
can argue that the mean-field aspect of the method is tak-
ing into account the three dimensional character of the
magnetic system. Hence, the feature that CMF calcula-
tions lead to an ordered state at low enough temperatures
is consistent with the experimental results.
Although the CMF approach has been extensively dis-
cussed in literature [36, 37], for completeness, we briefly
introduce the method here. Specifically, let us consider
a one-dimensional system which can be thought of as re-
peated structure of clusters containing linear segments
of Nc spins. We want to treat the interactions within
the cluster exactly while inter-cluster interactions will be
treated approximately. In a one dimensional system there
are two edge spins, S1 and SNc that couple the central
cluster to two adjacent clusters (see Fig S1). These two
inter-cluster coupling terms can be approximated via the
standard mean-field decoupling where Si ·Si+1 is replaced
by 〈Si〉 · Si+1 + Si · 〈Si+1〉 − 〈Si〉 · 〈Si+1〉 by ignoring
the higher order fluctuation terms. Therefore, the origi-
nal Hamiltonian reduces to a cluster Hamiltonian in the
presence of mean-fields that are experienced by the edge
spins. The mean fields acting on spins S1 and SNc are
then calculated self-consistently. For a cluster with Nc
spins of magnitude 1/2, the size of the Hilbert space for
the cluster Hamiltonian is 2Nc , and therefore the clus-
ter Hamiltonian can be easily diagonalized exactly for
Nc ≤ 12. Note that in the general case where the mean
fields are allowed to have components along x and y di-
rections, the resulting mean-field Hamiltonian does not
possess many of the symmetries of the full interacting
Hamiltonian. Therefore, it is not generally possible to
make use of symmetries to achieve diagonalizations of
larger clusters. The quantum expectation values of the
spin operators 〈Sαi 〉 where i denotes the site and α the
spin component, can be computed following the standard
quantum statistical mechanics. The angular bracket de-
notes the quantum statistical average of the operator,
and is defined for any operator O as
〈O〉 =
1
Z
Tr [O e−βHc ], (2)
where β is the inverse temperature, Hc is the cluster
3Hamiltonian, and Z = Tr e−βHc is the partition func-
tion. The process is repeated until a self-consistent so-
lution is obtained upto a desired tolerance factor. In
our calculations we take 10−5 as tolerance factor for con-
vergence. As with all self-consistent approaches, we be-
gin with a variety of initial mean-field configurations to
ensure that the resulting self-consistent solution corre-
sponds to a global minimum.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Before we consider the model parameters relevant to
CuInVO5, it is useful to explore the ground state phase
diagram of the model in the parameter space |J2|/J1,
J3/J1 and hz/J1. To obtain these CMF phase diagrams
we work with an 8-site cluster containing two tetramers.
The justification for this choice will become clear in Sec-
tions III B. and III C. where we will present a comparison
between results obtained using 4-site and 8-site clusters.
A. Spin-spin correlations in the ground state
In order to characterize the ordered states at low tem-
perature, we compute the transverse and longitudinal
components of the spin-spin correlations defined by,
C⊥ij =
1
2
〈S+i S
−
j + S
−
i S
+
j 〉,
Czzij = 〈S
z
i S
z
j 〉. (3)
The total spin-spin correlations Cij can be obtained
by adding the transverse and longitudinal components,
Cij = C
⊥
ij + C
zz
ij .
In the absence of external magnetic field, we present
the evolution of total spin-spin correlations as a function
of |J2| and J3, keeping J1 = 1 as the strongest exchange
parameter. As expected, we find that C23 retains its
singlet-like character across the entire parameter regime
covered in Fig. S2 (see supplemental material). Simi-
larly, C12 and C34 (see Fig. S2(c)) remain ferromagnetic
in nature, except in the vicinity of the J2 = 0 line where
these correlations become vanishingly small. The behav-
ior of C23(C12/C34) is not at all surprising since these
spins are directly coupled via antiferromagnetic (ferro-
magnetic) interactions. Most interesting variation is no-
ticed in C14 and C45. C45 begins with a perfect singlet
nature (C45 ≈ −0.75) along J2 = 0 line and the corre-
lations diminish gradually as we move towards J3 = 0
line. The behavior of C14 is complementary to that of
C45. This can be easily understood as S4 can partici-
pate in only one perfect singlet, either with S1 or with
S5. The tendency for singlet formation between S4 and
S5 is easy to understand as these two spins are directly
coupled via J3. On the other hand, the singlet between
S1 and S4 is mediated via an antiferromagnetic exchange
J1 and a ferromagnetic exchange J2. The perfect singlet
FIG. 2. (Color online) Variation of different spin-spin cor-
relations with |J2|/J1 and J3/J1 for hz = 0: (a) C45, (b)
C18, (c) C12 and (d) C14. Cij are computed within CMF ap-
proach using 8-site cluster. The dot indicates the location of
the magnetic model for CuInVO5 in the |J2|-J3 plane. The
dashed line is an estimate for the path in parameter space
where two different tendencies for singlet formation strongly
compete (see text). In panel (c) we show the schematic pic-
ture of two limiting states. The long-dashed line marks the
separation between Neel-type long-range ordered state and
the state consisting of non-interacting tetramers.
character for either pairs is disturbed when all the inter-
action strengths are finite. Instead, a compromise state
with AFM correlations between both S1-S4 and S4-S5
pairs is preferred. It is important to note that this subtle
competition is not captured in calculations that limit the
cluster size to 4-sites (single tetramer), as in that case
C45 cannot be distinguished from C14. The correlation
C18 originates from the inter-cluster couplings where S1
and S8 belonging to the central cluster are coupled to
mean-fields of S8 and S1, respectively. As expected, we
find that this mean-field treatment restricts the correla-
tion strengths to classical value of −0.25 (see Fig. S2(b)).
The behavior of correlations between different spin
pairs in the cluster points to the following three dis-
tinct ground states: (i) The simplest limit corresponds
to J3 → 0 and J2 → 0 where the system is a collection
of S2-S3 singlets and isolated spins S1 and S4. (ii) If J3
dominates over J2, then the system can be considered
close to a valance bond solid limit where two different
type of singlets, one due to J1 coupling and other due to
J3 coupling, are formed (see schematic picture near top-
left corner in Fig. S2(c)). Of course, the exact singlet
correlations are spoiled by the presence of the ferromag-
netic J2 coupling and also by the CMF treatment. As
a consequence, an ↑↑↓↓ type antiferromagnetic ordering
with reduced magnetic moments emerges. Finally, (iii)
in the case of |J2| dominating over J3, the C14 correla-
tion achieve values close to that of perfect singlet, i.e.,
−0.75, while C45 is almost uncorrelated (compare Figs.
S2(a),(d), and see schematic picture near bottom-right
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Variation of longitudinal compo-
nent of spin-spin correlations with |J2|/J1 and hz/J1 for
J3/J1 = 0.125: (a) C
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45 , (b) C
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18 , (c) C
zz
23 and (d) C
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14 . Dashed
horizontal lines correspond to the |J2|/J1 ratio estimated for
CuInVO5.
corner in Fig. S2(c)). By plotting the change in the
self-consistent mean fields 〈Sz1 〉 and 〈S
z
8 〉 as a function of
|J2| for fixed values of J3 (see supplemental material), we
identify this limit in terms of the inequality |J2| > 8J3,
marked as long-dashed line in Fig. S2. The ground state
in the region |J2| > 8J3 corresponds to that of an isolated
4-site cluster. The magnetic phase diagram as inferred
from the Cij , therefore, consists of three qualitatively
distinct regimes discussed above which are connected to
each other continuously.
It is instructive to quantify the competition between
different limiting cases. Fig. S2(a), (d) suggest that the
key competition is between the singlet correlations C14
and C45. Solving the isolated 8-site cluster with open
boundary condition, we find that the ground state energy
is given by,
E1 = −
1
4
(J1 + 2J2 + 2
√
J21 − 2J1J2 + 4J
2
2 ). (4)
On the other hand, the state in the limit J2 = 0 is a col-
lection of alternating singlets having energy per tetramer,
E2 = −
3
4
(J1 + J3). (5)
Therefore, the competition between these two tendencies
is strongest when the two energy contributions are equal.
This gives us a relation between J2 and J3 which is ob-
tained by numerically solving equations (4) and (5). The
result is plotted as a dashed line in Fig. S2(a) and S2(d).
The dot in Fig. S2 represents the location of the mag-
netic model for CuInVO5 in the parameter space of the
model Eq. (1). We note that CuInVO5 is not far from
this strongly competing regime, therefore, treating the
C45 correlations exactly is very important to capture the
important aspects of magnetism in CuInVO5.
Next, we took at the dependence of spin-spin correla-
tions on external magnetic field. In this case we discuss
both the longitudinal and the transverse components of
the correlations. For this purpose we fix the value of
the inter-tetramer exchange J3 = 0.125 and explore the
phases in hz − J2 plane. The specific choice of the J3
value is relevant to CuInVO5 where J1 and J3 are esti-
mated to be 240K and 30K, respectively [1]. For small
values of J2, the longitudinal and transverse components
of C23 are close to −0.25 and −0.50, respectively. These
singlet-like correlations for C23 remain unaffected by the
external magnetic field in the regime |J2| < 1. Inter-
esting conclusions can be drawn by comparing the field
dependence of component resolved C18 and C45. For
small J2, C18 starts off with AFM correlations in the
z-component and no correlations in the transverse direc-
tion, i.e., Czz18 = −0.25 and C
⊥
18 = 0 (See Figs. 3(c) and
S5(c)). A sharp change in these correlations is found near
hz = 0.01 where the longitudinal component becomes
close to zero and transverse component rises to −0.25.
This is a clear signature of the spin-flop state involving a
flopping of S1 and S8. The longitudinal component then
gradually increases to positive values at the cost of re-
duction in transverse correlations in accordance with the
standard picture of a spin-flop state evolving towards a
canted state. Following the change in components of C45
(say, at J2 = −0.58 which is relevant for CuInVO5) upon
varying magnetic field highlights a similar effect for S4-
S5 pair. The transverse correlations reduce sharply near
hz = 0.08, and the longitudinal correlations vanish and
then rapidly rise to positive values. Thus a clear picture
emerges for the presence of two spin-flop transitions in
this spin-1/2 tetramer model – the first one correspond-
ing to a flopping of edge spins and the second one to that
of the central pair of spins. For still larger values of hz,
another spin-flop corresponding to S2-S3 pair is present.
Note that the anti-correlation between C14 and C45 is
also present for finite magnetic fields (see panels (a) and
(d) in Fig. 3 and Fig. S5).
Having discussed the broad picture for different spin-
spin correlations and their component resolved evolution
with magnetic field, we now focus on the parameter val-
ues considered relevant for CuInVO5. We begin by dis-
cussing results for a 4-site cluster.
B. Single-tetramer cluster
In this section, we will discuss results obtained via
the CMF approach using a 4-site cluster. We begin
by comparing the temperature dependence of spin-spin
correlations obtained for an isolated tetramer and those
via CMF with a 4-site cluster. In the case of isolated
tetramer, cluster is treated exactly with open boundary
conditions where as in case of CMF, edge spins S1 and
S4 couple to average fields 〈S4〉, 〈S1〉 respectively, via J3.
Difference in the two sets of correlation functions van-
ish above ∼ 8K. This indicates that the self-consistent
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Variation of transverse component of
spin-spin correlations with |J2|/J1 and hz/J1 for J3/J1 =
0.125: (a) C⊥45, (b) C
⊥
18, (c) C
⊥
23 and (d) C
⊥
14. Dashed hor-
izontal lines correspond to the |J2|/J1 ratio estimated for
CuInVO5.
mean-fields vanish above 8K and the long-range order,
which can be captured via CMF approach, is present be-
low 8K. Indeed, the main advantage of using a mean-field
approach is to obtain results in thermodynamic limit.
However, we point out a crucial shortcoming of the CMF
approach applied to this system. The correlation C14
for the two edge spins of a tetramer are treated better
in an isolated tetramer. These correlation have a value,
C14 ≈ −0.68, close to that of a perfect singlet. In the
mean-field approach the edge-spins are coupled to aver-
age fields due to finite 〈S1〉 and 〈S4〉, and therefore the
correlations are strongly reduced. This can be observed
for all the correlations involving the edge spins (see Fig.
5). The correlation of the central spin-pair C23 is identi-
cal in the two calculations, as expected.
In addition to computing spin-spin correlation func-
tions defined in Eq. (3), we also compute quantities that
can be compared directly with the experiments. To this
end, we compute the specific heat and the magnetic sus-
ceptibility using the standard definitions,
CV (T ) =
d〈H〉
dT
, χ(T ) =
d〈Mz〉
dh
. (6)
We now present the comparison of specific heat calcula-
tions for isolated cluster and for the 4-site CMF approxi-
mation. For an isolated cluster the ground state belongs
to the ST = 0 sector and is characterized by singlet cor-
relations between spin pairs S1-S4 and S2-S3. This is
indeed reflected in Fig. 5 where the pair correlations
C23 and C14 are found to be close to perfect singlet type.
Treating the inter-tetramer interactions at the mean-field
level spoils the singlet correlation C14 as the edge spins
now experience classical mean fields. The specific heat
for an isolated cluster shows two broad peaks which can
be naively associated with the loss of correlations C14 at
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Spin-spin correlations Cij as a func-
tion of temperature for an isolated tetramer (dashed lines)
and within CMF approach using a 4-site cluster (solid lines).
Variation of C23 over larger T scale is shown in the inset.
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Specific heat as a function of tempera-
ture for isolated tetramer (dashed line) and for CMF approx-
imation with 4-site cluster (solid line). The inset shows the
behavior over wider temperature scale for the CMF approxi-
mation.
around 10K, and the breaking of the stronger singlet be-
tween the central Cu spins at around 100K. The CMF
results lead to a sharp peak in CV , signifying the on-set
of long-range order below ∼ 8K.
In order to confirm the simple picture proposed from
the spin-spin correlation and the specific heat calcula-
tions, we now show the magnetic susceptibility results.
If the simple picture of two-step loss of correlations is
indeed true then it should have specific consequences for
the behavior of magnetic susceptibility. To verify this, we
plot the inverse magnetic susceptibility obtained for an
isolated cluster in Fig. 7. Given the tendency for singlet
formation at low temperatures, we fit the magnetic sus-
ceptibility differently in three temperature regimes. In
the range 0K < T < 40K, we fit the susceptibility via
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Inverse magnetic susceptibility, χ−1,
as a function of temperature for an isolated tetramer. The
dashed lines are the best fits corresponding to three differ-
ent temperature regimes (see text). Inset shows the result
for χ(T ) within CMF approximation using 4-site and 8-site
clusters.
the following behavior for singlets [42] (see supplemental
material),
χ(T ) =
a1
T
e(−b1/T )
1 + 3e(−b1/T )
. (7)
In the above, the fitting parameter a1 contains informa-
tion about number of singlets, and b1 is related to the
excitation gap. In the regime 40K < T < 300K, the sys-
tem should display a mixed behavior since the weaker
singlets cease to exit and the participating spins will now
contribute as free paramagnetic moments. Therefore, we
fit the susceptibility via,
χ(T ) =
a2
T
e(−b2/T )
1 + 3e(−b2/T )
+
c2
T − d2
. (8)
The second term is simply Curie-Weiss behavior and
the two fitting parameters contain information regard-
ing the total number of paramagnetic moments and
the Curie-Weiss temperature. In the high-temperature
regime, one expects a total Curie-Weiss behavior for
all the constituent spins. Therefore, a Curie-Weiss fit,
χ(T ) = c3T−d3 , is used in the range 300K < T < 600K.
The actual χ−1(T ) and the three fits discussed above are
shown in Fig. 7. From the quality of the fit the follow-
ing simple picture is reconfirmed. At low temperature,
the magnetic susceptibility fits very well to a singlet be-
havior. At intermediate temperatures, two of the spins
get free and contribute to Curie-Weiss susceptibility. Fi-
nally a paramagnetic behavior emerges at high temper-
atures. The obtained fit parameters differ slightly from
the above picture in terms of number of spins contribut-
ing to susceptibility as singlets or paramagnetic moments
at different temperatures (see supplemental material).
We find that while the tendency for singlet formation
below 100K between S2 and S3 and the long-range or-
der to a Neel state with ↑↑↓↓ pattern below about 10K
is obtained within the 4-site CMF approach, the experi-
mental observation of a second peak in the specific heat
at about 2.7K is not consistent with the CMF results. We
argue that treating inter-tetramer interactions beyond
mean-field is the key to understanding the magnetism
of CuInVO5. We discuss the 8-site CMF results in the
next section. Nevertheless, we already find that 8-site
CMF results for magnetic susceptibility are qualitatively
different from those obtained for 4-site CMF (see inset in
Fig. 7). A cusp-like feature followed by a broad hump is
reported in the experiments which seems to be captured
within 8-site CMF calculations. Clearly, if the interac-
tion J3 happens to be stronger than the ferromagnetic
interaction J2 then the system would prefer to form sin-
glets between S2 and S3 and S4 and S5 instead of a pair
of singlets within a tetramer. In fact, even if J3 is much
smaller than J2, since J3 is antiferromagnetic in nature it
may be important to retain the correlations in the inter-
tetramer interaction. The simplest way to achieve this
is to increase the cluster size to 8-spins (two-tetramers)
where one central inter-tetramer exchange term will be
treated exactly. Next, we present results on CMF using
two- and three-tetramer units as the cluster.
C. Beyond single-tetramer cluster
We begin by presenting the spin-spin correlation func-
tions for different pairs as a function of temperature.
Note that the most important correlation that was miss-
ing in the 4-site cluster treatment is C45. Exact solu-
tion of the isolated 8-site cluster shows that at T = 0,
C14 is antiferromagnetic in nature and larger in magni-
tude than C45. With increasing temperature |C14| re-
duces rapidly (see Fig. 8). Interestingly, this decrease of
|C14| is accompanied by an increase of |C45|. Note that
it is rather unusual to find an increase in the magnitude
of correlations as a function of temperature. This hints
towards competing tendencies for order in the ground
state. We can comprehend this finding as follows. Spin
S4 can have singlet type correlations with S5 due to the
antiferromagnetic exchange constant J3. However, it can
also have quantum antiferromagnetic correlations with
spin S1 due to combined effect of an antiferromagnetic
J1 and ferromagnetic J2. These two tendencies for sin-
glet correlations are competing in the ground state, and
for the material-specific values of the exchange parame-
ters a dominant antiferromagnetic correlations with spin
S1 is energetically favored. With increasing temperature,
a weakening of longer-range correlations (C14) allows for
strengthening of C45. This intriguing interplay of two
competing tendencies for singlet formation is apparent
in our discussion of the model for generic parameter val-
ues (compare Fig. S2(a) and Fig. S2(d)). Interestingly,
this competition between different singlet choices is also
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Spin-spin correlations, Cij , as a func-
tion of temperature for an isolated 8-site cluster (dashed lines)
and within the CMF approach using an 8-site cluster (solid
lines). Variations in C23 and C45 over a wider T range is
shown in the inset.
at play when temperature varies, and has consequences
for physical observables. The fact that different spin-spin
correlations are being affected at different temperatures
should be reflected in specific heat results. To verify this
we plot in Fig. 9 the specific heat calculated within the
CMF approach using 4, 8, 12 and 16 site clusters. In
contrast to the results for 4 site cluster, two peaks at low
temperatures are found in the 8, 12 and 16 site CMF
calculations.
The results suggest that the most important improve-
ment to the 4-site CMF results already occurs when we
use 8 site cluster and hence treat inter-tetramer interac-
tion exactly. The relative strength and position of the
two low-temperature peaks in CV change as we increase
the cluster size (see Fig. 10). The first peak which is
related to the long-range order reduces with increasing
system size. Although, the scaling based on 3 data points
is not conclusive, the estimates for the peak locations Tp
obtained from the extrapolated data are in very good
agreement with the experiments with an overestimations
of about 1.5K.
More importantly, it is ruled out that any new peaks
in the specific heat arise with adding more tetramers to
the cluster used in the CMF approach. Note that the
experimental plot for CV also contains contribution from
phonons which needs to be subtracted in order to identify
the pure magnetic contribution. While the phonon con-
tribution will mask the high temperature peak around
90K (see inset in Fig. 9), the two lower temperature
peaks are easily identified in the experimental data [1].
The magnetic field dependence of the spin-spin corre-
lations is already discussed in Figs. 3 and S5 for generic
choice of model parameters. In order to obtain the results
specific to CuInVO5 we simply need to find the appro-
priate values of model parameters. These results were
obtained for J3/J1 = 0.125, a ratio motivated from the
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Specific heat as a function of tempera-
ture within the CMF approximation for 4-site, 8-site, 12-site
and 16-site clusters. The behavior across a broader tempera-
ture scale is displayed in the inset.
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FIG. 10. (Color online) Scaling of peak locations, Tp, and
peak values, CV (Tp), in the specific heat shown in Fig. 9
with inverse cluster size.
.
estimated values of J1 and J3 in CuInVO5. In the ma-
terial, |J2|/J1 is estimated to be 0.58 and we can focus
on the |J2| = 0.58 line to discuss the field dependence of
correlations in CuInVO5. A partial spin-flop is present
at low magnetic fields which leads to a magnetization
plateau at hz = 0.08J1 which turns out to be around
30T when appropriate conversion factors are included.
This coincides very well with the presence of the plateau
in the field dependence of magnetization (see Fig. 5 in
[1]). If the simple picture of partial spin-flop transition
is valid, then we should see further increase in magneti-
zation at yet higher magnetic fields. Indeed, we obtain
saturation magnetization at about 145T (see supplemen-
tal material).
Combining the results on temperature and magnetic
field dependence of mean-field parameters and spin-spin
correlations, we present a hz − T phase diagram in Fig.
11. The dot product of mean fields 〈S1〉·〈S8〉 is a measure
of the long-range order in the system. As we can clearly
see in Fig. 11(b), for small values of field there is a transi-
tion close to 5K from a long-range ordered to disordered
state. However, even in the disordered state there are
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FIG. 11. (Color online) Temperature and field dependence of,
(a) spin-spin correlations C45 and (b) product of mean-field
variables, 〈S1〉 · 〈S8〉 , for the parameter values specific to
CuInVO5. Temperature (magnetic field) axis is in the physi-
cal unit Kelvin (Tesla). Note that the quantity plotted in (b)
is finite for a long-range ordered magnetic state.
certain short-range correlations that remain finite. The
most important of these is C45 which is shown in Fig.
10(a). These correlations remain finite upto larger tem-
peratures and show a significant variation near T = 10K.
This variation is the underlying reason for a broad peak
in the specific heat near 10K. The evolution of mean-field
variables with magnetic field shows that the edge spins
gradually approach an aligned state starting with an anti-
aligned state. The saturation alignment is achieved at
about 30T. Note that while the edge spins are aligned,
the central spins still retain considerable singlet corre-
lations and therefore the contribution to magnetization
is from these edge spins leading to the magnetization
plateau in the experimental data [1].
It is possible to further improve the mean-field de-
scription of the model by using different extensions of
CMF approach. Two such extensions are correlated
CMFT and quantum correlated CMFT [43–45]. How-
ever, the most important aspect of the magnetic model
for CuInVO5 is already captured by our minimal descrip-
tion where the inter-tetramer interaction is included in
exact manner. While some of the quantitative details,
such as the relative magnitude of the low-temperature
peaks, the exact location in temperature of the peaks,
etc., are likely to change in a more accurate treatment of
the model, the qualitative character is well described in
our CMF approach.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
We have performed cluster mean field analysis of a one-
dimensional Heisenberg model with alternating signs of
exchange constants. The choice of the model is motivated
by the unusual low-temperature magnetism in CuInVO5
[1]. We map out the nature of spin-spin correlations as a
function of different model parameters. The results are
obtained via CMF approach with an 8-site cluster which,
in contrast to the 4-site cluster study [1], captures the ef-
fect of the inter-tetramer coupling beyond mean-field. It
turns out to be an essential ingredient for understand-
ing some of the experimental observations, in particu-
lar, multiple peaks in the low-temperature specific heat.
Due to a better treatment of quantum correlations of
the inter-tetramer coupling, an interesting competition
between two qualitatively different ground states is un-
covered. These ground states are best understood in the
limiting cases J3 → 0, and J2 → 0. In the limit J3 → 0
the system is a collection of isolated tetramers and the
ground state for an isolated tetramer is characterized in
terms of quantum antiferromagnetic correlations between
spins S2 and S3 and those between S1 and S4. The lat-
ter of these relies on the ferromagnetic exchange J2 as a
mediator. On the other hand, in the limit J2 → 0 the
ground state becomes a collection of alternating singlets,
one mediated by exchange J1 and other by J3. However,
this state is only accessible when quantum correlations
of the inter-tetramer interactions are retained. When J2
and J3 are both finite, a competition between these qual-
itatively distinct states is realized. Our study shows that
the ground state of the CuInVO5 emerges out of this com-
petition. The above description of the low-temperature
magnetism in CuInVO5 is inferred from our analysis of
the model for material-specific values of the parameters.
We show that an interesting evolution of the competi-
tion between different spin-spin correlations exists not
only with variation of model parameters but also with
increasing temperature. Correlations for certain pair of
spins even increase with increasing temperature which is
contrary to the general expectations that thermal effects
reduce the correlations. Magnetic susceptibility calcula-
tions further allow us to identify three distinct regimes in
temperature corresponding to a complete paramagnetic
behavior at high temperature, a singlet-like behavior at
low-temperatures, and a mixed behavior at intermedi-
ate temperatures. At intermediate temperatures some of
the spins get free from singlets while other retain strong
singlet correlations. This is consistent with the exper-
imental finding of the magnetization plateau at nearly
half the saturation magnetization. By tracking trans-
verse and longitudinal spin-spin correlations, we observe
a two-step spin-flop transition in the model. The most
important implication of this competition of correlations
captured in our CMF study is the existence of multiple
peaks in the specific heat – a puzzling feature reported
in the experimental data on CuInVO5 [1].
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SPIN-SPIN CORRELATIONS
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FIG. S1. Variation of different spin pair correlations (Cij) with |J2|/J1 and J3/J1 for hz = 0 computed within CMF for 8-site
cluster: (a) C23, (b) C13, (c) C15 and (d) C35. The dashed and long-dashed lines are identical to those shown in Fig. 2 in main
text. The dot represents the location on CuInVO5 in the parameter space.
In continuation of the discussion in Section III A about three different limiting states in J2−J3 parameter space, we
present other relevant spin pair correlations in Fig. S1. J1 being the strongest exchange parameter, S2-S3 pair retains
its strong-singlet character throughout the parameter space (see Fig. S1 (a)). However, as expected, the correlation
begins to weaken as |J2|/J1 approaches 1. Correlation between S1 and S3 increases with increasing |J2| (see Fig. S1
(b)), which is also related to the weakening of S2 − S3 singlet. This is where J2 starts competing with J1. Ordering
of spins is largely controlled by C45 correlation (see Fig. 2(a) in main text), its affect can also be seen in C15 and
C35 (see Fig. S1 (c)-(d)). Correlation between S1 and S5 cease to exist in J3 ⇒ 0 and J2 ⇒ 0, however it changes
continuously in the intervening region. This correlation is mediated via J3, as singlet strength begins to increase C35
decreases. A strong crossover is observed around J3 ∼ 0.2|J2| for C35, this is the region when C45 varies from classical
anti-parallel correlation to quantum mechanical singlet-like bond characterized by values less than −0.25.
We also show the evolution of correlation functions and self-consistent mean field mz1 in the limit |J2| >> J3 in Fig.
S2. The mean field vanishes beyond |J2| ∼ 0.8, where the 8-site cluster behaves like two weakly coupled tetramers
(see C45 in Fig. S2). For |J2| < 0.8, S4 continuously forms strong antiferromagnetic correlation with S1 at the cost
of the singlet bond with S5. Similar calculations for other values of J3 show that one can define |J2| = 8J3 as the line
separating the Neel-type long-range ordered states from that consisting of weakly coupled tetramers schematically
shown in Fig. 2(c) in main text.
RESPONSE TO MAGNETIC FIELD
Multiple spin flops are inferred from hz − J2 phase diagram of 8-site cluster, as discussed in the main text (Figs.
3, 4). For the material specific value of J2, we observe a spin flop at around hz ∼ 0.08 and a final re-orientation
of spins at higher fields. Figs. S3(a), S3(b) show a component resolved magnetic moment variation with applied
field. For CMF results using a single tetramer cluster, we find a two step saturation of magnetic moments. A spin
flop transition to a direction perpendicular to applied field is observed, which is followed by the first magnetization
(M = gµB〈S〉) plateau around ∼ 30T (follow the black dashed lines Fig. S3). The first plateau is related to the loss
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FIG. S2. Variation of spin-spin correlations and mean fields mz1 as a function of |J2| for J3 = 0.1.
of C14 correlation whereas the full saturation of magnetic moments takes place when the singlet between S2 and
S3 breaks, which is clearly visible in the correlation plot. Two-step saturation of magnetization is also consistent
in 8-site (two tetramer) cluster calculations. However, the details of the field dependence are slightly different. In
Fig. S3(b), average moments show a non-linear increase below the first magnetization plateau. This is different
from single tetramer results where average magnetic moment in the direction of field shows a linear increase. The
non-linear increase in directly related to the loss of C14 and C18 correlations. The experimentally observed behavior
is indeed non-linear and is consistent with the results obtained using two-tetramer CMF. This further highlights the
importance of treating the inter-tetramer coupling beyond mean-field for an improved description of the experimental
data.
FITTING DETAILS OF SUSCEPTIBILITY FOR SINGLE-CLUSTER
Susceptibility of a dimer spin system is give by (Ref. 42 in main text),
χD(T ) =
NDg
2µ2B
kBT
e−J/KBT
1 + 3e−J/kBT
. (1)
Susceptibility for antiferromagnetically or ferromagnetically correlated spins is given by the standard Curie-Weiss
formula:
χCW (T ) =
NCW g
2µ2BS(S + 1)
3kB
1
T − TCW
. (2)
In the above, ND is the number of spins forming singlets and NCW is the number of spins, g is Lande g factor , kB
is Boltzmann constant, µB is Bohr magneton and J is singlet-triplet energy gap.
Susceptibility of an isolated tetramer is fitted using a combination of above two susceptibilities in different temper-
ature regimes (see Table 1). Fitting parameters being ai =
NDg
2µ2B
kB
, bi =
J
kB
, ci =
NCW g
2µ2BS(S+1)
3kB
and di = TCW .
For temperature region 1 (0K < T < 40K), where the spins are expected to form a singlet. Fitting parameters reveal
ND ∼ 1.61 and
J
kB
∼ 16.79. It is interesting to note that even though the system contains 4 spins the fit suggests
the presence of a single dimer. This is because edge spins are strongly ferromagnetically coupled to the central spins
that form a singlet, and hence the tetramer effectively behaves like a singlet. Energy gap J/kB found from the fit
also matches very well with first energy gap obtained from exact diagonalization. Fig. S4 (fit 1) highlights that the
nature of system qualitatively remains same even if we set ND = 2 for temperature range 0K < T < 40K.
A combination of dimer and Curie-Weiss susceptibility was used in region 2 (40K < T < 300K), with an expectation
that the ferromagnetic coupling reduces, leaving a pure S2 − S3 singlet and two free spins. Number of free spins and
spins involved in a dimer obtained from the fit confirms this picture. In Fig. S4, we illustrate that the fit is also
reasonably good if we use ND = 2 and NCW = 2. For the higher temperature region 300K < T < 600K fit to Curie
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FIG. S3. Average spin magnetic moment (upper panels) as a function of applied magnetic field and corresponding behaviour
of correlations (lower panels) computed using CMF at T = 0.01K for (a) single tetramer and (b) two-tetramer cluster.
Fit Formula
Fitting
parameters
Inferences
fit 1
T=[0:40]
χ(T ) = a1
T
e−b1/T
1+3e−b1/T
a1 = 4.02
b1 = 16.79
ND = 1.61
J/kB = 16.79
fit 2
T=[40:300]
χ(T ) = a2
T
e−b2/T
1+3e−b2/T
+ c2
T−d2
a2 = 5.24
b2 = 188.60
c2 = 0.86
d2 = 0.32
ND = 2.1
J/kB = 188.60
NCW = 1.38
TCW = 0.32
fit 3
T=[300:600]
χ(T ) = c3
T−d3
c3 = 2.06
d3 = −21.19
NCW = 3.31
TCW = −21.19
TABLE I. Fitting parameters of susceptibility for isolated tetramer.
-Weiss susceptibility affirms the presence of free spins. Note the number of spins don’t perfectly match due to the
presence of finite but small coupling between all the spins, description in terms of these regions is only a simplified
picture. Once again, if we use the simplified picture that all 4 spins in a tetramer contribute to Curie-Weiss behavior,
the quality of the fit does not detriate much. Therefore, although in the main text we discuss an accurate fitting of
the susceptibility data to a mixed dimer and Curie-Weiss behavior and identify three distinct regimes in temperature,
here we show that even fixing ND and NCW to the naively expected values leads to good fits.
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FIG. S4. Magnetic susceptibility for a isolated tetramer. The dashed lines are best fits when number of spins are fixed in
different regimes.
DETAILS OF CALCULATIONS FOR Nc = 16
The size of the Hilbert space for cluster Hamiltonian of a 16 spin cluster (four tetramers) is 2Nc ∼ 65000. A brute
force diagonalization of such large matrix multiple times to reach self consistency requires enormous computational
time. Moreover, it turns out that if we allow for an unrestricted self-consistency approach wherein the mean-field
vectors can point in any direction then the cluster Hamiltonian lacks many of the symmetries that are present in the
full interacting Hamiltonian. For example, the bulk spins are not equivalent to edge spins and hence the translation
symmetry is lost. The mean fields are not restricted to point along z axis, leading to coupling terms of the form
S+1 B
−
1 + S
−
1 B
+
1 where B
+
1 and B
−
1 contain x and y components of mean fields acting on spin S1. The presence of
these terms spoil conservation of total Sz. Therefore, the conservation of z-component of total spin does not hold in
the general case. For hz = 0, to apply conservation of total spin (S
z
tot) we restrict mean fields to be in z direction.
We divide the matrix into block diagonals with Sztot = 0, 1, 2...8 sectors. To further speed up calculation we only
compute lowest 500 eigenstates in every sector. In order to justify this cut-off we show the comparison between the
full eigen-spectrum and the truncated low-energy spectrum. The low energy eigen-spectrum is unaffected by the
truncation (see Figure S5).
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FIG. S5. Eigen-spectrum for different values of Nc shown as a tower of energies measured w.r.t. the ground state energy in
each case. For Nc = 16 we show the comparison of the full spectrum with that of the low-energy spectrum consisting of 4500
states.
